
Before Reading

When you treat someone with respect, you treat him or her 
with regard and esteem.  When you have self-respect, you treat 
yourself with regard and esteem, and you can often gain others’ 
respect in return.  In “Blues Ain’t No Mockin Bird,” Toni Cade 
Bambara explores how an African-American family respond with 
self-respect when their privacy is invaded.

DISCUSS Think of a situation you have seen or read 
about in which someone showed self-respect in the face 
of ridicule or embarrassment.  What did that person do?  
With a small group of classmates, discuss the situation 
and the way the person behaved.  Then generate a word 
web detailing actions or behaviors that show self-respect.  
What is gained by displaying these behaviors? 

 How important is

SELF RESPECT?

Blues Ain’t No Mockin Bird
Short Story by Toni Cade Bambara

950

Acts of 
Self-Respect

remaining 
calm

speaking 
up for 

yourself

READING 2C Relate the figurative 
language of a literary work to its 
historical and cultural setting.
5B Analyze how authors develop 
complex yet believable characters 
in works of fiction through a 
range of literary devices.
RC-9(B) Make complex 
inferences about text and use 
textual evidence to support 
understanding.
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Toni Cade Bambara 
1939–1995

Wide-Ranging Career 
Toni Cade Bambara’s lifework spanned many 
arenas.  As a social activist, she became 
a respected leader in the civil rights and 
feminist movements of the 1960s and 1970s.  
She was a social worker, teacher, theater 
director, and filmmaker as well as a writer of 
short stories, novels, and scripts.  Her writing 
reflects the wide range of her experiences 
as well as her deep commitment to the 
welfare of African Americans.  In 1981, she 
won the American Book Award for her novel 
The Salt Eaters.

Supportive Parenting 
Born Miltona Mirkin Cade in 1939, Toni Cade 
Bambara adopted the African name Bambara 
in 1970.  She was raised by her mother in New 
York City, and after attending Queens College 
there, she studied in Europe and lived in the 
Harlem and Brooklyn sections of New York.  
Bambara credited her mother as her main 
inspiration in life.

background to the story
Racism in the South 
The civil rights movement of the 1950s 
and 1960s sought to end decades of racial 
discrimination against African Americans 
in the South.  This discrimination took many 
forms, including segregation in education, 
housing, and public places.  Although laws 
and court rulings from the 1940s through 
the 1960s made such discrimination illegal, 
African Americans still faced prejudice, 
restrictions, and physical and verbal 
intimidation.

 literary analysis: voice and dialect
When you pick up the telephone, you probably recognize the 
voice of your best friend immediately; no one else sounds 
exactly like him or her.  Similarly, writers have a distinct voice 
in their writing.  Voice is a writer’s unique style of expression.
 In “Blues Ain’t No Mockin Bird,” the narrator seems to 
be talking personally to the reader.  Bambara creates the 
narrator’s voice through the use of dialect—a form of language 
as it is spoken in a particular geographic area or by a particular 
social or ethnic group.  In writing, dialect can be reflected 
in specific pronunciations, vocabulary, figurative language, 
idioms or expressions, and grammatical constructions. 
 For example, in “Blues Ain’t No Mockin Bird,” Bambara 
captures the cadence, or rhythm, of rural Southern black 
speech in the 1960s.

. . . and Granny was onto the steps, the screen door bammin 
soft and scratchy against her palms.

As you read the story, notice how the author uses dialect to give 
the narrator an authentic voice for her time and place.  By doing 
so, Bambara creates a believable and engaging character.

 reading skill: draw conclusions
Many of Bambara’s stories feature strong African-American 
female characters and reflect social issues of concern to African 
Americans.  This story was published in 1971—a time when 
issues of racial equality and civil rights influenced many writers.
 As you read “Blues Ain’t No Mockin Bird,” record details that 
give you clues about social issues.  Then use those details to 
help you draw conclusions about the writer’s beliefs regarding 
the issues she presents.  Ask yourself the following questions: 

• Who are the characters?  Do they represent stereotypes, real 
people, or the writer’s ideals? 

• What do the characters say to each other?  What types of 
issues are at the heart of their dialogue?

• What is the conflict?  Does the conflict reflect a social issue 
unique to the time when the writer lived?
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The puddle had frozen over, and me and Cathy went stompin in it. The twins 
from next door, Tyrone and Terry, were swingin so high out of sight we forgot 
we were waitin our turn on the tire. Cathy jumped up and came down hard on 
her heels and started tap-dancin. And the frozen patch splintered every which 
way underneath kinda spooky. “Looks like a plastic spider web,” she said. “A 
sort of weird spider, I guess, with many mental problems.” But really it looked 
like the crystal paperweight Granny kept in the parlor. She was on the back 
porch, Granny was, making the cakes drunk. The old ladle dripping rum into 
the Christmas tins, like it used to drip maple syrup into the pails when we 
lived in the Judson’s woods, like it poured cider into the vats when we were 
on the Cooper place, like it used to scoop buttermilk and soft cheese when 
we lived at the dairy.

“Go tell that man we ain’t a bunch of trees.”
“Ma’am?”
“I said to tell that man to get away from here with that camera.” Me and 

Cathy look over toward the meadow where the men with the station wagon’d 
been roamin around all mornin. The tall man with a huge camera lassoed to 
his shoulder was buzzin our way. a

“They’re makin movie pictures,” yelled Tyrone, stiffenin his legs and twistin 
so the tire’d come down slow so they could see.

“They’re makin movie pictures,” sang out Terry.
“That boy don’t never have anything original to say,” say Cathy grown-up.
By the time the man with the camera had cut across our neighbor’s yard, 

the twins were out of the trees swingin low and Granny was onto the steps, the 
screen door bammin soft and scratchy against her palms. “We thought we’d get 
a shot or two of the house and everything and then—” 

10

20

          Blues 
    Ain’t No 
         Mockin Bird

Toni Cade Bambara

a  VOICE AND DIALECT
Reread lines 1–18.  Identify 
the distinctive vocabulary 
and grammar that 
characterize the narrator’s 
dialect.

Consider the setting 
depicted in this painting, 
as well as the subject’s 
posture and expression. 
What feelings do these 
elements convey?  
Explain. 

Detail of Cotton Choppers (1965),
Benny Andrews. Oil on canvas, 

25˝ × 35˝. Courtesy of Michael Rosenfeld 
Gallery, LLC, New York. © Benny 

Andrews/ACA Galleries, New York. 
© Estate of Benny Andrews/Licensed by 

VAGA, New York.952 unit 9: history, culture, and the author
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“Good mornin,” Granny cut him off. And smiled that smile.
“Good mornin,” he said, head all down the way Bingo does when you yell 

at him about the bones on the kitchen floor. “Nice place you got here, aunty. 
We thought we’d take a—”

“Did you?” said Granny with her eyebrows. Cathy pulled up her socks 
and giggled.

“Nice things here,” said the man, buzzin his camera over the yard. The 
pecan barrels, the sled, me and Cathy, the flowers, the printed stones along 
the driveway, the trees, the twins, the toolshed.

“I don’t know about the thing, the it, and the stuff,” said Granny, still talkin 
with her eyebrows. “Just people here is what I tend to consider.”

Camera man stopped buzzin. Cathy giggled into her collar.
“Mornin, ladies,” a new man said. He had come up behind us when we 

weren’t lookin. “And gents,” discoverin the twins givin him a nasty look. 
“We’re filmin for the county,” he said with a smile. “Mind if we shoot a bit 
around here?”

“I do indeed,” said Granny with no smile. Smilin man was smiling up a 
storm. So was Cathy. But he didn’t seem to have another word to say, so he 
and the camera man backed on out the yard, but you could hear the camera 
buzzin still. “Suppose you just shut that machine off,” said Granny real low 
through her teeth, and took a step down off the porch and then another.

“Now, aunty,”1 Camera said, pointin the thing straight at her.
“Your mama and I are not related.”
Smilin man got his notebook out and a chewed-up pencil. “Listen,” he said 

movin back into our yard, “we’d like to have a statement from you . . . for the 
film. We’re filmin for the county, see. Part of the food stamp campaign. You 
know about the food stamps?”

Granny said nuthin.
“Maybe there’s somethin you want to say for the film. I see you grow your 

own vegetables,” he smiled real nice. “If more folks did that, see, there’d be 
no need—” b

Granny wasn’t sayin nuthin. So they backed on out, buzzin at our 
clothesline and the twins’ bicycles, then back on down to the meadow. The 
twins were danglin in the tire, lookin at Granny. Me and Cathy were waitin, 
too, cause Granny always got somethin to say. She teaches steady with no let-
up. “I was on this bridge one time,” she started off. “Was a crowd cause this 
man was goin to jump, you understand. And a minister was there and the 
police and some other folks. His woman was there, too.”

“What was they doin?” asked Tyrone.
“Tryin to talk him out of it was what they was doin. The minister talkin 

about how it was a mortal sin,2 suicide. His woman takin bites out of her own 
hand and not even knowin it, so nervous and cryin and talkin fast.”

 1. aunty: a derogatory term of address once commonly used for black women in the South.
 2. mortal sin: in many religions, an extremely serious offense against the laws of God.

30
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b
 

DRAW CONCLUSIONS
What is the men’s 
purpose for making the 
film?  What evidence in 
the text helped you draw 
that conclusion?

954 unit 9: history, culture, and the author
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“So what happened?” asked Tyrone.
“So here comes . . . this person . . . with a camera, takin pictures of the 

man and the minister and the woman. Takin pictures of the man in his misery 
about to jump, cause life so bad and people been messin with him so bad. This 
person takin up the whole roll of film practically. But savin a few, of course.”

“Of course,” said Cathy, hatin the person. Me standin there wonderin how 
Cathy knew it was “of course” when I didn’t know and it was my grandmother.

After a while Tyrone said, “Did he jump?”
“Yeh, did he jump?” say Terry all eager.

70

Brothers (1934), Malvin Gray Johnson. Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, D.C. Photo © Smithsonian 
American Art Museum, Washington, D.C./Art Resource, New York.

Look at the way the 
artist mixes colors in this 
painting—for example, 
on the boys’ sleeves and 
overalls, as well as on the 
fence.  What effect does 
this create?  How well, in 
your opinion, does this 
technique fit the subject 
matter of the painting?  
Explain.
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And Granny just stared at the twins till their faces swallow up the eager 
and they don’t even care any more about the man jumpin. Then she goes back 
onto the porch and lets the screen door go for itself. I’m lookin to Cathy to 
finish the story cause she knows Granny’s whole story before me even. Like she 
knew about how come we move so much and Cathy ain’t nothin but a third 
cousin we picked up on the way last Thanksgivin visitin. But she knew it was 
on account of people drivin Granny crazy till she’d get up in the night and 
start packin. Mumblin and packin and wakin everybody up sayin, “Let’s get on 
away from here before I kill me somebody.” Like people wouldn’t pay her for 
things like they said they would. Or Mr. Judson bringin us boxes of old clothes 
and raggedy magazines. Or Mrs. Cooper comin in our kitchen and touchin 
everything and sayin how clean it all was. Granny goin crazy, and Granddaddy 
Cain pullin her off people sayin, “Now, now, Cora.” But next day loadin up 
the truck, with rocks all in his jaw, madder than Granny in the first place. c

“I read a story once,” said Cathy soundin like Granny teacher. “About 
this lady Goldilocks who barged into a house that wasn’t even hers. And not 
invited, you understand. Messed over the people’s groceries and broke up the 
people’s furniture. Had the nerve to sleep in the folks’ bed.”

“Then what happened?” asked Tyrone. “What they do, the folks, when they 
come in to all this mess?”

“Did they make her pay for it?” asked Terry, makin a fist. “I’d’ve made her 
pay me.”

I didn’t even ask. I could see Cathy actress was very likely to just walk away 
and leave us in mystery about this story which I heard was about some bears.

“Did they throw her out?” asked Tyrone, like his father sounds when he’s 
bein extra nasty-plus to the washin-machine man.

“Woulda,” said Terry. “I woulda gone upside her head with my fist and—”
“You woulda done whatcha always do—go cry to Mama, you big baby,” said 

Tyrone. So naturally Terry starts hittin on Tyrone, and next thing you know 
they tumblin out the tire and rollin on the ground. But Granny didn’y say a 
thing or send the twins home or step out on the steps to tell us about how we 
can’t afford to be fightin amongst ourselves. She didn’t say nuthin. So I get into 
the tire to take my turn. And I could see her leanin up against the pantry table, 
starin at the cakes she was puttin up for the Christmas sale, mumblin real low 
and grumpy and holdin her forehead like it wanted to fall off and mess up the 
rum cakes.

Behind me I hear before I can see Granddaddy Cain comin through the 
woods in his field boots. Then I twist around to see the shiny black oilskin 
cuttin through what little left there was of yellows, reds, and oranges. His great 
white head not quite round cause of this bloody thing high on his shoulder, 
like he was wearin a cap on sideways. He takes the shortcut through the pecan 
grove, and the sound of twigs snapping overhead and underfoot travels clear 
and cold all the way up to us. And here comes Smilin and Camera up behind 
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VOICE AND DIALECT
An idiom is a common 
phrase whose meaning 
is different from the 
meaning of its individual 
words.  On the basis of 
the context, identify the 
meaning of the idiom 
“with rocks all in his jaw.”

956 unit 9: history, culture, and the author
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him like they was goin to do somethin. Folks like to go for him sometimes. 
Cathy say it’s because he’s so tall and quiet and like a king. And people just 
can’t stand it. But Smilin and Camera don’t hit him in the head or nuthin. d
They just buzz on him as he stalks by with the chicken hawk slung over his 
shoulder, squawkin, drippin red down the back of the oilskin. He passes the 
porch and stops a second for Granny to see he’s caught the hawk at last, but 
she’s just starin and mumblin, and not at the hawk. So he nails the bird to 
the toolshed door, the hammerin crackin through the eardrums. And the bird 
flappin himself to death and droolin down the door to paint the gravel in the 
driveway red, then brown, then black. And the two men movin up on tiptoe 
like they was invisible or we were blind, one. e

“Get them persons out of my flower bed, Mister Cain,” say Granny moanin 
real low like at a funeral.

“How come your grandmother calls her husband ‘Mister Cain’ all the time?” 
Tyrone whispers loud and noisy and from the city and don’t know no better. 
Like his mama, Miss Myrtle, tell us never mind the formality as if we had no 
better breeding than to call her Myrtle, plain. And then this awful thing—a 
giant hawk—come wailin up over the meadow, flyin low and tilted and 
screamin, zigzaggin through the pecan grove, breakin branches and hollerin, 
snappin past the clothesline, flyin every which way, flyin into things reckless 
with crazy.

130

140

e  GRAMMAR AND STYLE
Reread lines 124–125.  
Notice how Bambara 
chooses imaginative, vivid 
verbs, such as “buzz” and 
“stalks,” to enhance the 
image of Granddaddy 
carrying the chicken hawk.

d  DRAW CONCLUSIONS
The narrator says that 
people like to “go for” 
her grandfather because 
he is “tall and quiet 
and like a king” and the 
“people just can’t stand 
it.”  What “people” does 
she mean, and why do 
they resent the man’s 
regal appearance?

Woodshed (1944), Andrew Wyeth. Collection of the Brandywine River Museum. Bequest of C. Porter Schutt, 1995.  
© Andrew Wyeth.
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“He’s come to claim his mate,” say Cathy fast, and ducks down. We all fall 
quick and flat on the gravel driveway, stones scrapin my face. I squinch my 
eyes open again at the hawk on the door, tryin to fly up out of her death like it 
was just a sack flown into by mistake. Her body holdin her there on that nail, 
though. The mate beatin the air overhead and clutchin for hair, for heads, for 
landin space.

The camera man duckin and bendin and runnin and fallin, jigglin the 
camera and scared. And Smilin jumpin up and down swipin at the huge bird, 
tryin to bring the hawk down with just his raggedy ole cap. Granddaddy Cain 
straight up and silent, watchin the circles of the hawk, then aimin the hammer 
off his wrist. The giant bird fallin, silent and slow. Then here comes Camera 
and Smilin all big and bad now that the awful screechin thing is on its back 
and broken, here they come. And Granddaddy Cain looks up at them like 
it was the first time noticin, but not payin them too much mind3 cause he’s 
listenin, we all listening, to that low groanin music comin from the porch. And 
we figure any minute, somethin in my back tells me any minute now, Granny 
gonna bust through that screen with somethin in her hand and murder 
on her mind. So Granddaddy say above the buzzin, but quiet, “Good day, 
gentlemen.” Just like that. Like he’d invited them in to play cards and they’d 
stayed too long and all the sandwiches were gone and Reverend Webb was 
droppin by and it was time to go. f

They didn’t know what to do. But like Cathy say, folks can’t stand 
Grandaddy tall and silent and like a king. They can’t neither. The smile the 
men smilin is pullin the mouth back and showin the teeth. Lookin like the 
wolf man, both of them. Then Granddaddy holds his hand out—this huge 
hand I used to sit in when I was a baby and he’d carry me through the house to 
my mother like I was a gift on a tray. Like he used to on the trains. They called 
the other men just waiters. But they spoke of Granddaddy separate and said, 
The Waiter. And said he had engines in his feet and motors in his hands and 
couldn’t no train throw him off and couldn’t nobody turn him around. They 
were big enough for motors, his hands were. He held that one hand out all still 
and it gettin to be not at all a hand but a person in itself.

“He wants you to hand him the camera,” Smilin whispers to Camera, tiltin 
his head to talk secret like they was in the jungle or somethin and come upon 
a native that don’t speak the language. The men start untyin the straps, and 
they put the camera into that great hand speckled with the hawk’s blood all 
black and crackly now. And the hand don’t even drop with the weight, just the 
fingers move, curl up around the machine. But Granddaddy lookin straight at 
the men. They lookin at each other and everywhere but at Granddaddy’s face.

“We filmin for the county, see,” say Smilin. “We puttin together a movie 
for the food stamp program . . . filmin all around these parts. Uhh, filmin 
for the county.”

 3. not payin them too much mind: barely noticing them; ignoring them.

150
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180

f  VOICE AND DIALECT
Reread lines 160–162.  
Notice the grammatical 
construction of this 
sentence.  What effect 
does the use of a long 
chain of clauses have on 
the voice of the narrator?  

958 unit 9: history, culture, and the author
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“Can I have my camera back?” say the tall man with no machine on his 
shoulder, but still keepin it high like the camera was still there or needed to be. 
“Please, sir.”

Then Granddaddy’s other hand flies up like a sudden and gentle bird, slaps 
down fast on top of the camera and lifts off half like it was a calabash4 cut 
for sharing. g

“Hey,” Camera jumps forward. He gathers up the parts into his chest and 
everything unrollin and fallin all over. “Whata tryin to do? You’ll ruin the 
film.” He looks down into his chest of metal reels and things like he’s protectin 
a kitten from the cold.

“You standin in the misses’ flower bed,” say Granddaddy. “This is our 
own place.”

The two men look at him, then at each other, then back at the mess in the 
camera man’s chest, and they just back off. One sayin over and over all the way 
down to the meadow, “Watch it, Bruno. Keep ya fingers off the film.” Then 
Granddaddy picks up the hammer and jams it into the oilskin pocket, scrapes 
his boots, and goes into the house. And you can hear the squish of his boots 
headin through the house. And you can see the funny shadow he throws from 
the parlor window onto the ground by the string-bean patch. The hammer 
draggin the pocket of the oilskin out so Granddaddy looked even wider. 
Granny was hummin now—high, not low and grumbly. And she was doin the 
cakes again, you could smell the molasses from the rum.

“There’s this story I’m goin to write one day,” say Cathy dreamer. “About 
the proper use of the hammer.”

“Can I be in it?” Tyrone say with his hand up like it was a matter of first 
come, first served. 

“Perhaps,” say Cathy, climbin onto the tire to pump us up. “If you there 
and ready.” �

 4. calabash (kBlPE-bBsh’): a fruit whose dried shell is used to make things like bottles, bowls, and rattles.

190
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DRAW CONCLUSIONS
Similes—expressions that 
use like, as, or resembles to 
compare seemingly unlike 
things—are a common 
form of figurative 
language.  Identify the 
two similes that the 
narrator uses in lines 
187–189.  What do these 
similes suggest about the 
narrator’s historical and 
cultural setting?

Language Coach

Word Origins The word 
parlor comes from the 
French word parler, “to 
speak.”  In line 202, parlor 
means “living room.”  It 
can also refer to a shop or 
business (funeral parlor, 
beauty parlor).  Why do 
you think these usages 
of parlor derived from 
parler?

 TEKS 2C
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After Reading

960 unit 9: history, culture, and the author

Comprehension
 1. Recall Who are Smilin man and Camera man?

 2. Recall What do they do that offends Granny?

 3. Recall What does Granddaddy Cain do to their camera?

Literary Analysis
 4. Predict What might have happened if Granddaddy Cain had not come 

home when he did?

 5. Interpret Text Reread lines 62–95.  How do the anecdotes about the suicide 
attempt and Goldilocks relate to the events in the story? 

 6. Make Inferences What does Cathy mean at the end when she says she is 
going to write a story about “the proper use of the hammer”?

 7. Analyze Voice and Dialect Create a chart with examples of the distinctive 
vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and idioms that characterize the 
narrator by shaping her dialect.  How would you describe the narrator’s voice?

Vocabulary

bammin

Pronunciation

stompin

kinda

Grammar

me and Cathy
went

Idioms

smiling up 
a storm

Distinctive Characteristics of Narrator’s Dialect 

8. Draw Conclusions About Values and Beliefs Review the conclusions you 
drew about social issues presented in the story.  What conclusions can you 
draw about Bambara’s values and beliefs concerning those social issues?  
Cite evidence from the story to support your conclusions.

 9. Evaluate Characters How do Granny and Granddaddy Cain demonstrate 
their self-respect?  Cite evidence from the text to support your response. 

Literary Criticism
 10. Critical Interpretations One critic stated that Bambara “presents black culture 

as embattled but unbowed” in her stories.  How does that comment apply to 
this story?  Support your interpretation with evidence from the text. 

How important is SELF-RESPECT?

How can you demonstrate your own self-respect?

5B Analyze how authors develop 
complex yet believable characters 
in works of fiction through a range 
of literary devices.
RC-9(B) Make complex 
inferences about text and use 
textual evidence to support 
understanding.
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blues ain’t no mockin bird 961

Conventions in Writing
 grammar and style: Choose Effective Words
Review the Grammar and Style note on page 957.  Bambara brings life to her 
story by peppering it with a series of vivid verbs.  Follow Bambara’s example by 
choosing words that add liveliness and depth to your writing; avoid words that 
are too bland or generic.  Both you and your reader will find the end result far 
more satisfying.  Here is another example of how Bambara effectively uses vivid 
verbs in her descriptions:

Then Granddaddy’s other hand flies up like a sudden and gentle bird, slaps 
down fast on top of the camera and lifts off half like it was a calabash cut for 
sharing. (lines 187–189)

Notice how the revisions in blue enhance the description in this first draft.  
Revise your response to the prompt below by similarly incorporating vivid verbs.

student model 

Granny seems like a grumpy person. She talks under her breath all the time 

and refuses to smile. She doesn’t hide her dislike for the two men who come 

to film them and tells Granddaddy to get them out of her flower bed. 

mumbles

commands

reading-writing connection
Demonstrate your understanding of the characters portrayed in “Blues 
Ain’t No Mockin Bird” by responding to the prompt below.  Then use 
the revising tip to improve your writing.

YOUR

TURN

Extended Response: Describe Granny
How would you describe Granny’s attitude and 
behavior?  Identify two of her character traits in 
a three-to-five-paragraph response.  Be sure to 
include examples from the story to support your 
characterization.

Review your response.  
Did you include 
descriptive language 
that accurately conveys 
Granny’s personality?  
Adding vivid verbs to 
your draft will help you 
express the subtleties 
of Granny’s character.

writing prompt revising tip

Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML9-961

Interactive
Revision

WRITING 13C Revise drafts to 
improve style, word choice, 
and subtlety of meaning after 
rethinking how well questions of 
purpose and audience have been 
answered.
15C Write an interpretative 
response to a literary text that 
extends beyond a summary 
and literal analysis and provides 
evidence from the text.
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